Registration instructions
Certified Facilitator of the Kids’Skills for Parents (and also other
caretakers) Training Course

To become registered as a certified facilitator of the Kids’Skills for Parents
Training Course you need to meet the following requirements:
1. You have participated in a train-the-trainer workshop organized by Helsinki
Brief Therapy Institute, or an organization approved by Helsinki Brief Therapy
Institute to offer such training.
2. You have read the book “I am proud of you”. This book, which has been
translated to several languages, follows the training course faithfully. The
English translation of the manuscript is available upon request directly from
Ben Furman (ben@benfurman.com).
3. You are familiar with the book “Kids’Skills in Action”. The book is available in
several languages.
4. You are familiar with the Kids’Skills website (www.kidsskills.org) including the
Steps of Responsibility pages which you can access from within the Kids’Skills
website.
5. You are familiar with the one of the two computer programs Kids’Skills Online
(www.kidsskillsonline.co.uk) or Kids’Skills Online Pro

(www.kidsskillsonline.com). You can find links to these programs at the
Kids’Sklls website.
6. You are familiar with the Kids’ Skills workbook, the Kids’Skills poster and the
Kids’Skills Card Set.
7. You are familiar with the free of charge Self-Helper apps at
www.benfurman.com/selfhelper
8. You have completed (by yourself, or together with a colleague) one Kids’Skills
for Parents training program (all five sessions), collected feedback your
participants. and reported to us the feedback that you got from your
participants.
9. As a certified trainer of the KS for parents training course you are entitled to
use the title “Certified Kids’Skills for Parents Trainer (or Facilitator)” and you
can use our graphics in your marketing. You will be mailed an impressive
certificate that and your name will be added to the international list of
certified KS for parents trainers.
10. Please note that being a certified KS for parents trainer does not
automatically give you the right to train new trainers. If you are interested in
training new trainers, please contact us for details of how this can be
arranged.
Please attach a document as part of your application where you indicate that you
meet the above mentioned requirements.

